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ABSTRACT
Collisions in overlapping channels can be a major problem in the
deployment of high-speed OFDM networks. In this paper, we present
Remap, a simple, novel paradigm for handling collisions in overlapping OFDM channels. Remap introduces a novel concept of
retransmission permutation that permutes the bit-to-subcarrier assignment after each transmission, departing from the traditional,
simply-repeat paradigm. Remap is simple to implement and able
to exploit collision-free subcarriers to decode frames despite successive collisions in overlapping channels. We apply Remap to
802.11g to demonstrate that the diversity created by remapped frames
can substantially improve decoding efficiency and improve wireless throughput. We implement our technique in software radio
and demonstrate that it has potential to be deployed with simple
software and firmware updates.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1. [Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Architecture and Design – Wireless communication

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation.

Keywords
Collision Decoding, Interference Cancellation, OFDM,
Time-Frequency Decoding, Loss of Orthogonality.

1. INTRODUCTION
As OFDM becomes the foundation of modern high-speed wireless networks, due to its advantages [19] such as lower symbol
rate, effective usage of a large frequency band, and resistance to
frequency-selective fading, collisions on overlapping OFDM channels may become a major problem in the deployment of such highspeed wireless networks. Specifically, in an OFDM network, each
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channel is allocated a set of subcarriers, and two channels overlap
when the intersection of their sets of subcarriers is not empty. Consider 802.11g, which is becoming almost ubiquitously deployed
in many residential neighborhoods. With only 3 orthogonal channels with disjoint sets of subcarriers but a large number of access
points in a densely populated neighborhood, it is inevitable that
many 802.11 access points in range of each other use overlapping
channels, as observed by previous measurement studies (e.g., [1]).
In [17], the authors show that partially overlapping channels may
improve network throughput even in managed 802.11 networks,
when the number of orthogonal channels is limited, thus supporting
the deployment of partially overlapping channels. Channel overlapping is also allowed in WiFi networks built on digital white
spaces [2].
A challenge of using overlapping OFDM channels, however, is
how to handle collisions during contention and/or in the presence
of hidden terminals. Although much progress has been made recently in handling collisions (e.g., Zigzag decoding [7]), the previous schemes are for single-channel collisions, not the overlapping
channel settings.
In this paper, we present Remap, a simple, novel paradigm for
handling collisions in OFDM networks with overlapping channels.
Remap is different from the existing, passively repeat paradigm,
and introduces a novel concept called retransmission permutation
to permute the bit-to-subcarrier mapping after each transmission.
Retransmission permutation is a powerful diversity technique [21]
that can recover frequency selective losses from subsequent retransmissions when there is no collision. When there are collisions, it
in essence provides channel-width adaptation and allows bootstrapping of the decoding of collided frames that may otherwise be impossible to decode.
Specifically, the foundation of Remap is based on a simple observation and a simple idea. The observation is that when two frames
transmitted on overlapping channels collide, only the subcarriers in
the intersection of the two channels collide; the bits in other subcarriers are clean and can be collected. However, the non-colliding
subcarriers do not contain complete frame information. The idea of
Remap is to introduce structured permutation on the mapping from
bits to subcarriers after each collision to create structured diversity.
This diversity allows either independent decoding or bootstrapping
other decoding techniques such as Zigzag decoding [7].
In particular, we design 802.11g/Remap, which applies Remap
to 802.11g to demonstrate its effectiveness. We show that by using
the diversity created by remapped frames, an 802.11g receiver a
can decode any frame Pa after 4 collisions with other transmissions
in adjacent channels; the number of collisions reduces to 2 if the

other transmissions are on non-adjacent channels. These numbers
do not make any assumptions on the frames collided with Pa . If
the frames collided with Pa are the same (i.e., both collisions are
between Pa and another frame Pb ), Remap can bootstrap decoding
both frames with the bits on the collision-free subcarriers. Decoding both frames at a single access point (AP) is important so that
the combiner (used in systems such as [18]) behind the AP can
make use of the reception diversity. In contrast, without Remap,
Zigzag cannot decode both frames. Furthermore, 802.11g/Remap
is backward compatible with 802.11 MAC. Thus, 802.11g/Remap
has potential to be deployed with simple software and firmware updates to the existing 802.11 networks.
We implement 802.11g/Remap using a software radio testbed
and conduct experiments to evaluate the performance of Remap to
demonstrate the benefits of Remap. For example, for non-adjacent
channel collisions, when the signal strength of the primary data is
weak, for example between -6.8 dB to 2.7 dB, a normal decoder
can decode only between 0% to 8.6% collisions, while Remap can
decode 90.2% to 98.4%.
To summarize, we have made the following contributions:
• We propose a simple, novel concept of retransmission permutation to handle collisions on overlapping OFDM channels.
• We design 802.11g/Remap. We rigorously show that through
the diversity created by remapped frames, an 802.11g receiver can substantially improve decoding efficiency and improve wireless throughput.
• We implement our technique in software radio and demonstrate its feasibility.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
present the basic idea. In Section 3, we cover our techniques to
handle key issues. In Section 4, we present evaluation results. In
Section 5, we discuss our limitations and clarify several relevant
issues. Section 6 compares Remap with related work, and we conclude in Section 7. In the appendix, we discuss several technical
details for completeness.

2. BASIC IDEA
802.11g Primer
We use 802.11g to illustrate our basic idea. In standard 802.11g,
data bits are assigned to subcarriers. We denote the first group of
16 subcarrier frequencies of 802.11g as G1 , the next group as G2 ,
etc. Each 802.11g channel consists of 64 consecutive subcarrier
frequencies. 1 Thus, the first channel C1 of 802.11g consists of
four groups: G1 , G2 , G3 , and G4 ; channel C2 consists of G2 , G3 ,
G4 , and G5 ; channel C3 consists of G3 , G4 , G5 , and G6 ; channel C4
consists of G4 , G5 , G6 , and G7 , etc. Note that C1 overlaps with C1 ,
C2 , C3 , and C4 . We say that C2 is an adjacent overlapping channel
of C1 ; C3 and C4 are non-adjacent overlapping channels of C1 . 2
Assume that a sender uses channel C1 to send a frame P consisting of four bit blocks A1 , A2 , A3 , and A4 . Let the bit-to-subcarrier
assignment be that A1 → G1 , A2 → G2 , A3 → G3 , and A4 → G4 . In
other words, the bits in bit block A1 are assigned to be carried by
subcarrier group G1 , those in A2 by G2 , A3 by G3 , and A4 by G4 . If
1 Only

48 subcarriers carry data bits.
that non-overlapping channels do not equal to orthogonal
channels; due to imperfect filtering, guard bands are needed to
achieve orthogonality. Our decoding technique is subject to adjacent channel interference.
2 Note

Figure 1: Bit-to-subcarrier permutation table.
the transmission for frame P is not successful, 802.11g retransmits
the frame P where the bit-to-subcarrier assignment is the same.
Retransmission Permutation
The key novelty introduced by Remap is that during a retransmission, Remap uses a permutation scheduling of bit-to-subcarrier
mapping. Note that, 802.11g interleaves in frequency to mitigate
simultaneous fading of adjacent subcarriers. Remap is done after
such interleaving. Since Remap is deterministic, the effectiveness
of interleaving of 802.11g is not affected.
Figure 1 is a bit-to-subcarrier permutation table for 802.11g with
desirable properties. Specifically, when transmitting a frame for the
first time, the transmitter uses the first row of the table for bit-tosubcarrier mapping: bit blocks A1 , · · · , A4 are mapped to subcarrier
groups G1 ,· · · ,G4 respectively. If the transmission encounters a collision and needs to be retried, the transmitter uses the second row of
the permutation table for bit-to-subcarrier mapping: bit blocks A4 ,
A3 , A2 , A1 are mapped to subcarrier groups G1 ,· · · ,G4 respectively.
The third and fourth rows of the table are for the bit-to-subcarrier
mapping of the second and third retransmissions. The transmitter
cycles through these four rows if there is a need for more retransmissions.
With the basic idea, now we demonstrate the benefits of Remap
using a simple example shown in Figure 2. In this example, two
residential users, Alice and Bob, use 802.11g to connect to access
points APa and APb respectively. Let the channel between Alice and
APa be Ca . The channel Cb between Bob and APb is an adjacent or
non-adjacent overlapping channel of Ca .

Figure 2: APa and APb use overlapping channels. Frame from
Alice to APa and that of Bob to APb collide.
Due to hidden terminals or randomness, Alice may transmit a
frame Pa to APa concurrently with Bob transmitting a frame Pb to
APb , causing collisions at APa and APb . Without receiving an acknowledgment, Alice retransmits Pa , which may again collide with
a transmission by Bob for frame Pb′ . Note that Pb′ may be different
from Pb , as Bob may schedule a different frame Pb′ after failing to
receive an acknowledgment for Pb . Without Remap, frame Pa cannot be decoded by the access point APa so long there are collisions.
Remap, however, allows decoding of collided frames. To illustrate our idea, we consider how APa decodes Pa . We will show that

Figure 3: Non-adjacent channel collisions.

Figure 4: Adjacent channel collisions.
can decode all bits in all subcarriers, even the bits of the second
frame transmitted in subcarriers outside of channel Ca in the first
transmission!
We represent the decoding process using the decoding graph
shown in Figure 5. Note that, for simplicity, we have presented
a simplified view of 802.11g subcarrier structure. For 802.11g,
there are unused subcarriers, so we need to define subcarrier
groups in terms of used subcarrier groups. In this definition,
the subcarrier groups are not aligned. However, this does not
present any decoding problem. We give more details on 802.11g
in the Appendix.

Remap allows APa to decode Pa after at most 3 retransmissions. We
illustrate three cases.
• Collisions in Non-adjacent Channels: In this case, Alice and
Bob transmit using overlapping but non-adjacent channels (e.g.,
Alice uses C1 and Bob uses C3 ). Figure 3 illustrates the collided frames in the frequency domain. The left shows the first
collision, and the right shows the second collision. After the
first collision, APa can decode bit blocks A1 and A2 because Alice encodes them in the collision-free subcarrier groups G1 and
G2 . When transmitting the frame for the second time, Alice uses
Remap permutation to transmit A4 and A3 in the two collisionfree subcarrier groups. Thus, despite collisions in both transmissions, APa can decode all four bit blocks. In other words, Remap
allows full decoding after at most one retransmission.
• Collisions in Adjacent Channels: The worst-case requiring 3
retransmissions happens when Alice and Bob use adjacent channels (e.g., Alice uses C1 and Bob uses C2 ). Figure 4 shows the
first two collisions. After the first collision, APa can decode bit
block A1 ; after the second collision, APa can decode bit block
A4 due to Remap permutation. Using the permutation table in
Figure 1, one can verify that after the third collision, APa can
decode bit block A2 , and after the fourth collision, APa can decode bit block A3 . Thus, Remap allows APa to fully recover the
frame despite persistent collisions.
• Same-Pair Collisions in Adjacent Channels: The preceding
worst case does not make any assumption on the frames that
collided with Pa . When the two frames that collided with Pa are
the same, Remap can achieve higher efficiency. We refer to this
case as same-pair collisions in adjacent channels or same-pair
collisions for short.
Specifically, for the case of same-pair collisions, Remap uses
bits that are mapped to collision-free subcarriers to bootstrap
more advanced decoding motivated by the ZigZag decoding.
Again consider Figure 4. We observe that bit blocks A1 and A4
are on collision-free subcarriers during the first and second collisions respectively. Let y denote the time-domain signal from
the first collision, and y′ from the second collision. Let A j (Gi )
denote the time-domain signal of bit block A j encoded at subcarrier group Gi .
From the first collision signal y, APa decodes A1 from subcarrier
group G1 , since there is no collision on this subcarrier group.
APa then re-encodes A1 onto subcarrier group G4 to obtain A1 (G4 ).
Subtracting A1 (G4 ) from y′ (G4 ) (the signal at subcarrier group
G4 from the second collision), APa obtains B3 (G4 ) and decodes
B3 . APa then re-encodes B3 onto subcarrier group G3 to obtain
B3 (G3 ), subtracts B3 (G3 ) from y(G3 ) (the signal at subcarrier
G3 of the first collision), and then decodes A3 . With A3 , APa
decodes B5 from the second collision.
Similar to the preceding, from the second collision, APa decodes
A4 from subcarrier group G1 , since there is no collision on this
subcarrier group during collisions. APa uses A4 to decode B4
from the signal of the first collision. B4 causes A2 to get decoded from the second collision and followed by B2 . Thus, APa

Figure 5: Same-pair decoding graph.

3.

REMAP IN DEPTH

The preceding section presents the basic idea. In this section,
we give more details on several key issues, and summarize with the
complete algorithm and analysis. For additional technical details
such as handling scramblers, 802.11 specific subcarrier structures,
and channel estimation, please see Appendix.

3.1

Presentation Setting

We use 802.11g to be concrete. Our presentation setting is that
an 802.11g transmitter Alice transmits frames (denoted Pa , Pa′ ) to
a receiver APa . We refer to the frames from Alice as the primary
frames. We refer to Alice’ transmission channel as the primary
channel. We assume that the primary channel is C1 using subcarrier groups G1 to G4 . A second transmitter Bob transmits other
frames (denoted Pb and Pb′ ) to another receiver concurrently, and
may cause collisions with the transmissions by Alice. We refer to
the channel used by Bob as the secondary channel, and the frames
from Bob as the secondary frames. We focus on the case of one
secondary channel on C2 , C3 or C4 . Our scheme can be extended to
other secondary channels.

3.2

How to Encode Bit-to-Subcarrier
Remapping?

Remap may dynamically change the bit-to-subcarrier mapping
for retransmissions. Therefore, it is necessary to notify such mapping information to the receiver before it can correctly decode the
frame. One simple way is to encode such mapping information
in the PHY frame header. However, there are two issues need to
be considered. First, in the current 802.11 standards, the PLCP

header is compact, and there are no reserved bits for additional information. One possible solution is to extend the header by another
OFDM symbol. But this will add additional overhead. Second, the
PLCP header may also subject to collisions. Therefore, it requires
a more robust way to encode the remapping information.
In this paper, we propose to encode the remapping information
in the long training symbols of 802.11. Specifically, we design
four distinct, pseudo-random (PN) long training symbols to signal
the four remapping schemes. The new PN long training symbols
are designed for good self-correlation. Following the preamble format of 802.11, Remap repeats a PN long training symbol twice to
facilitate fine-grained frequency offset estimation and channel estimation. Note that changing the content of the long training symbol
does not affect its ability for channel estimation, as long as it is
known.
During the deployment in a WLAN, a Remap-capable AP announces that it supports Remap in its beacon frames. The AP can
use the reserved bits in the CAPABILITY field of its beacon frame
or the vendor specific information element of the beacon frame.
The Remap scheme is utilized only when both the AP and the client
are Remap-capable; otherwise, the conventional 802.11 format is
used for backward capability.
During reception, the receiving AP will first use the 10 short
symbols (which we kept intact) to conduct timing acquisition and
coarse frequency offset estimation. Then the AP will conduct a
search to determine whether the frame is a legacy frame or a Remap
frame. In particular, for a Remap frame, the AP uses correlation to
search for each of the four long PN training symbols in parallel.
It will lock onto the one with the maximal peak and decide the
remapping scheme.

3.3 Is There a Collision?
A collision is detected if a receiver finds the preamble of one
frame inside another frame. One particular challenge here is that
the interfering transmission can come from a partially overlapped
channel, so that the traditional signal cross-correlation technique
will fail.
To understand the reason, assume that a transmission of frame Pb
on channel C2 collides with a transmission of frame Pa on channel
C1 . Assume that the preamble used for Pb is sb .3 Since frame Pb
is transmitted on channel C2 , all samples taken on channel C1 will
rotate by e j2πiδ f T , where δ f is the difference between the central
frequencies of channels C1 and C2 , T is the sampling period, and i
is the index of samples. The correlation result will be
Γ(∆) =

3.4

where H2 is the the channel gain measured on channel C2 . This
may not be a peak even though the signal and the correlation pattern are matched. Thus, Remap should compensate this frequency
difference before it can apply the correlation algorithm.
Another issue is that a signal of Pb transmitted on channel C2 can
be distorted when received at APa , which is tuned to channel C1 and
thus will apply the matching filter for channel C1 during reception.
Specifically, the frequency components of the signal beyond the
high edge of channel C1 are filtered out. Thus, if Remap continues
using sb as the template, it will also result in a reduced correlation
peak.
To address the preceding issues, APa precomputes templates to
be used to detect collisions in overlapping channels. A template
mentioned in Section 3.2, Remap conducts correlations for
four possible preambles simultaneously.

Which Channel is the Secondary
Channel?

After APa detects a collision, it also needs to determine the channel that Bob uses. We identify two approaches.
One approach is that APa uses a standard energy-detection technique. Specifically, each 802.11g channel (20 MHz) consists of
64 subcarriers. As we have already discussed, these subcarriers are
partitioned into 4 groups. The energy-detection technique identifies
each group that has a significant change in energy before and after
the correlation peak. From the subcarrier groups that have experienced collisions, APa can infer the secondary channel by utilizing
the channel structure of 802.11g.
Specifically, APa first conducts FFT on the input samples. Let
Y [k, m] be the output of the FFT for the m-th subcarrier symbol of
the k-th OFDM symbol. Let the sample index of the correlation
peak be ∆. APa then takes L symbols (80L samples) before the
correlation peak and computes the energy of each subcarrier group
Gi , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 before the peak:
∆−1

E1 (Gi ) =

∑ ∑

|Y [k, m]|2 .

(1)

k=∆−L m∈Gi

APa also uses L symbols after the correlation peak to compute
the energy of each subcarrier group Gi , i = 1, 2, 3, 4:
∆+L

E2 (Gi ) =

∑ ∑

|Y [k, m]|2 .

(2)

k=∆ m∈Gi

L

∑ H2 |sb [k]|2 e2 jkπδ f T ,

k=0

3 As

is the correlation samples used to detect the collision caused by
a transmission on an overlapping channel C2 with a given preamble. When computing the template, APa applies a filter to remove
the high frequency components. Then, APa also compensates each
sample in the template by a factor of e−2 jkπδ f T to remove the effects of the central frequency difference.
The detection process conducts a simultaneous search of collisions using the precomputed templates. A transmission is detected
when a peak is found during correlation, and the signal energy is
larger than a threshold. Remap will report a collision when the
following two cases occur: 1) the receiver detects a preamble on
the primary channel, and then it finds a preamble on a secondary
channel while the transmission on the primary channel is still going on (i.e., the energy level is still high); or 2) the receiver detects
a preamble on a secondary channel, and then it finds a preamble
on the primary channel while the transmission on the secondary
channel is still going on.

APa compares E1 (Gi ) and E2 (Gi ). If E2 (Gi ) is greater than
E1 (Gi ) by a threshold percentage, APa decides that a collision happens on subcarrier group Gi .
The preceding energy-detection approach is effective only when
the secondary frame has a comparable strength to the primary frame;
it may not be accurate if the secondary frame has a significantly
smaller signal strength (but still strong enough to cause a collision). To address this, we use another approach that again utilizes
the correlation of different preamble templates on each channel.
As explained earlier in Section 3.3, because preambles are transmitted on different channels, they will generate different patterns
even though they contain the same signal. Thus, only the pattern
with the matched channel will have the highest peak. This provides
us a more reliable means to discern the interference channel.

3.5

How to Identify Same-Pair Collisions?

Once APa determines that the received signal y is the result of
a collision in an adjacent channel, it tries to search for a signal y′

Figure 6: Time and frequency domain decoding process of same-pair collisions.
involving the same-pair of frames Pa and Pb . Because senders in
802.11 typically keep retransmitting a failed transmission as soon
as the medium is free, it is sufficient to store the signals of only a
few most recent collisions.
APa again uses correlation to do the search. Assume that y contains the collision of frames (Pa , Pb ), and y′ the collision of (Pa′ , Pb′ ).
Although APa cannot decode the frames yet, it knows the channels
that each of these four frames are transmitted on and the timing offsets. Because Remap maps bits to different subcarriers during retransmissions, APa cannot simply perform a correlation in the time
domain.
First, consider whether the frames on the primary channel are the
same (i.e., Pa = Pa′ ). APa performs FFT on y and y′ using the timing
of Alice’s frame. APa also corrects frequency offsets. Let M be the
number of subcarriers and N the number of symbols in each frame.
Recall that Y [k, m] is the output of the FFT (FFT of y) for the m-th
subcarrier symbol of the k-th OFDM symbol. Similarly, Y ′ [k, m] is
the counterpart for y′ . Let Y ∗ [k, m] denote the complex conjugate of
Y [k, m]. Let Ha [m] and Ha′ [m] be the channel gains associated with
the m-th subcarrier of Alice’s channel to APa . Similarly, Hb′ [m] and
Hb [m] are for Bob. Let Yˆ′ [k, m] be the reverse-mapped samples; that
is, if subcarrier m is mapped to subcarrier i in Pa′ , then Yˆ′ [k, m] =
Ha′ [m]Y ′ [k, i]/Ha′ [i]. Let the transmitted bits on subcarrier m for
symbol k from Alice be Xa [k, m].
Then APa computes the following correlation:
M
∗
ˆ′
Γ(Pa , Pa′ ) = ∑N
k=1 ∑m=1 Y [k, m]Y [k, m]
M H ∗ [m]H ′ [m]|X [k, m]|2 .
= ∑N
∑
a
b
a
k=1 m=1

(3)

Note that, the preceding technique assumes that the channel of each
subcarrier for the retransmitted frame does not change much between the two transmissions. Note that, if APa does not know the
bit-to-subcarrier mapping of Pa′ , it may need to try out all four mappings.
Next consider whether the two frames on the second channel
are the same (i.e., Pb = Pb′ ). For the second channel, APa cannot
take all subcarrier groups into account, since subcarriers outside the
primary channel are filtered. In this case, APa conducts correlation
similar to the preceding but with only a subset of the subcarrier
groups.

3.6 How to Decode Same-Pair Collisions?
If signals y and y′ are due to collisions of the same pair of frames
on adjacent channels, Remap allows decoding of both, as we have
seen in the preceding section on decoding same-pair collisions.
However, the description in the preceding section focuses on the
main ideas using a frequency-domain representation. It leaves mul-

tiple important issues unaddressed. We now give more details on
how Remap addresses the issues using simple, nice techniques.
We start with a more detailed time and frequency domain representation. Figure 6 is a more detailed representation of the example
in Section 2 to illustrate how to decode same-pair collisions. Recall that the collision-free subcarrier group for APa is G1 . Thus,
APa can decode bit blocks A1 from the first collision and A4 from
the second collision.
As we discussed in the preceding section, after decoding A1 encoded on G1 from the first collision signal, APa re-encodes A1 to
subcarrier group G4 to obtain A1 (G4 ), and subtracts A1 (G4 ) from
y′ (the signal of the second collision) starting at offset ∆2 in order
to recover the signal of B3 .
A key issue in the preceding subtraction step is that APa needs
to compute A1 (G4 ) in the time-domain. Remap computes A1 (G4 )
from A1 (G1 ) efficiently. In particular, A1 (G1 ) in the frequency domain consists of a group of subcarrier symbols, one on each subcarrier in G1 . If a symbol is carried by subcarrier i in the first
transmission of Pa , the symbol will be carried by subcarrier Fi in
the second transmission of Pa . Thus, re-encoding A1 , in the frequency domain, involves simple permutations and channel scaling
of subcarrier symbols. After this operation, APa conducts efficient
IFFT to convert from the frequency domain to the time domain to
obtain A1 (G4 ).
At this point, in the preceding section, we say that APa decodes
B3 from the signal obtained by y′ (G4 ) − A1 (G4 ), re-encodes B3
to subcarrier group G3 to obtain B3 (G3 ), and then subtracts the
(time-domain) B3 (G3 ) in order to recover A3 . However, this is
not straightforward. In particular, although APa obtains the timedomain signal of B3 (G4 ), it does not have the PLCP header of Pb′ .
Thus, APa does not know the modulation scheme of Pb′ and consequently cannot actually decode B3 from B3 (G4 ). Remap solves this
problem nicely. In particular, if APa can validate that the channel has not changed much between the two collisions, which is
likely given that 802.11 is used primarily in indoor environments,
it can compute the re-encoded time-domain signal of B3 (G3 ) from
B3 (G4 ), using the technique from the preceding paragraph, without the need to fully decode B3 (G4 ). For better accuracy, once APa
obtains the PLCP header from the first pass, it can then apply the
normal Remap decoding process. For subsequent bits of the second frame, it decodes using the modulation scheme encoded in its
PLCP header’s signaling field.
The preceding process continues, in order as labeled in the figure. After decoding the bits on all subcarriers, APa proceeds to
decode OFDM symbol by symbol, and reconstruct Pa . If needed,
it can also reconstruct Pb . Note that, APa does not have to wait
until all bits on all subcarriers before decoding OFDM symbols.

Remap_decode(col_set, y, channel) // col_set is the set of collisions
01. col_channel = Get_collided_channel(y)
02. if (col_channel == channel ) // co-channel collision
03. Zigzag_decode(col_set, y) // account for bits-to-subcarrier remapping
04. else
05. collect_collision_free_group_bits(y, channel, col_channel)
06. foreach y′ ∈ col_set
07.
if (same_pair_collision(y, y′ , channel, col_channel))
08.
decode_frame_pair(y, y′ , channel, col_channel)
09.
elseif (same_primary_frame(y, y′ , channel, col_channel))
10.
collect_bits_in_same_frame(y, y′ , channel, col_channel)
11.
endif
12. end foreach
13. endif
14. col_set = col_set ∪ y

Figure 7: Remap decoding algorithm.
It can decode an OFDM symbol as soon as all of its bits in all
corresponding subcarriers are decoded. Thus, Remap can decode
OFDM symbols as time progresses.

3.7 Complete Algorithm
We now give the complete Remap decoding algorithm. The algorithm is shown in Figure 7 as Remap_decode. The algorithm
takes as input a new collision signal (y), the set (col_set) of saved
collisions, and the channel (channel) that APa tunes to.
The algorithm first determines whether the collision in the received signal y is co-channel or overlapping channel. The algorithm (line 1) computes the overlapped channel on which the interference transmission occurs. If the collision happens on the same
channel of APa , it is co-channel, and the algorithm (line 4) invokes
the Zigzag decoder (modified to deal with bit-to-subcarrier remapping). Otherwise, the collision is on overlapping channels.
If the collision in y is due to overlapping channels, the algorithm
(line 5) first decodes and collects bit blocks in the collision-free
subcarrier groups. For data structure simplicity, the collected bit
blocks are still saved in y.
The algorithm then iterates over the set of saved collisions col_set.
For each y′ in col_set, the algorithm detects whether y and y′ contain the collisions of the same-pair of frames. If so, the algorithm (line 8) decodes the pair of frames and adds them to the set
of decoded frames. Otherwise, the algorithm (line 9) determines
whether y′ and y contain the same frame on the primary channel. If
so, the bit blocks decoded from their collision-free subcarriers belong to the same frame and can be combined. If all four bit blocks
of a frame are collected and the combined frame passes the CRC
check, the frame is inserted into the set of decoded frames.

3.8 Analysis and Extensions
We characterize the effectiveness of Remap under same-pair collisions. Specifically, let APa be the intended receiver of frame Pa
from Alice on channel Ca ; APb the intended receiver of Pb from
Bob on channel Cb . Assume that Alice uses bit-to-subcarrier mappings πa,i and πa,i′ for the first and second transmissions of Pa on
channel Ca respectively. Bob uses mappings πb, j and πb, j′ for the
two transmissions of Pb on Ca ’s adjacent channel Cb . If the mappings are chosen from the Remap table shown in Figure 1, we have
the following theorem:
T HEOREM 1. If πa,i 6= πa,i′ and πb, j 6= πb, j′ , then Remap can
decode both frames Pa and Pb at APa or APb .
P ROOF. Due to the symmetry of the four mappings, w.l.o.g.,
we assume that during the first collision, Alice uses πa,1 and Bob
uses πb,1 . We can identify a total of 9 cases where Figure 4 is one
example. One can verify that 6 out of the 9 cases can be decoded

solely in the frequency domain iteratively, while 3 out of the 9 cases
can be decoded by decoding in the time domain iteratively for a
subset of subcarrier groups.
Remark We can extend the bit-to-subcarrier mapping table in Figure 1 to non-802.11 channel structures where each channel consists
of k adjacent subcarrier groups (in the case of 802.11g, k = 4).

3.9

Loss of Orthogonality

When APa tries to decode Alice’s frame on the primary channel,
it may lose orthogonality for the following two reasons:
• Frequency offset of the second frame; and
• If symbols are misaligned between Alice and Bob’s frames,
during FFT, the energy of Bob’s frame on subcarrier i may
spread to Alice’s subcarriers (not limited to subcarrier i), as
Alice’s FFT window will not contain complete OFDM symbols of Bob’s frame.
Because of loss of orthogonality, Y [i] = HX[i] + ICI[i] + w[i],
where ICI[i] is the interference effect of the aforementioned reasons, H the channel gain, X the data, and w the noise.
We first look at the impact of misalignment between Alice’s and
Bob’s symbols. Let Alice’s i-th subcarrier signal be xi (t) = e2πit/T .
Let the interfering subcarrier from Bob be i + m and its signal is
xi (t) = e2π(i+m)t/T . Suppose the symbols are unaligned by δ. The
correlation is then:
Im (δ, T ) =

Z TN
δ

∗
xi (t) × xi+m
(t + δ)dt

= β/α(1 − eαδ ),

(4)
(5)

where β = e− j2π(i+m)δ/T and α = − j2πm/T .
T 2
) (2 − 2cos( 2πmδ
The power is |Im (δ, T )|2 = ( 2πm
T )). Taking the
max, we have the total interference power from the i + m-th subcarrier [6]:
|Im |2 =

T2
.
(πm)2

(6)

We obtain the sum of interferences from all subcarriers (recall
that M is the total number of subcarriers) that are at least distance
k from i:
M

I|m′ −i|≥k (δ, T ) =

∑

I|m′ −i| (δ, T ).

(7)

m′ =0,|m′ −i|≥k

Assume that the interfering symbols at different subcarriers are independent. We have
|I|m′ −i|≥k (δ, T )|2 =

M

∑

|I|m′ −i| (δ, T )|2 .

(8)

m′ =0,|m′ −i|≥k
M
max
2
2
We then get the upper bound |I|m
′ −i|≥k | = ∑m′ =0,|m′ −i|≥k |I|m′ −i| | .

If k = 4, I = 0.056T 2 which 12.5 dB below the i-th signal power.
If k = 3, then I is 11.3 dB below the i-th signal power. Note that
these interference powers are upper bounds. Because A1 of the first
collision and A4 of the second collision are separated by 4 subcarriers, A1 and A4 can be decoded as long as the signal can tolerate a
noise level that is 12.5 dB lower than the signal power. There are a
few subcarriers of A2 and A3 that get interfered by nearby subcarriers with a distance smaller than 3. The following iterative solution
should help.

After Remap decodes Pa and Pb with loss-of-orthogonality interference, we can reconstruct ICI[i]. We then subtract ICI[i] to better
decode X[i] (Pa ). This can be done similarly for Pb . In theory,
this process can iterate. The quality of this iterative interference
cancellation technique will depend on the decoding quality of the
first step. We do not investigate these kinds of techniques in the
experiments of this paper.

4. DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Limitations
Rate adaptation: Remap will not work if retransmission uses a
different rate. This is also true for Zigzag. Some current rate adaptation algorithms adapt to collisions. For example, recent versions
of madwifi [16] change the bit rate when transmissions are not acknowledged. However, as a recent study shows [25], rate should
be adapted to noise rather than interference caused by other transmissions. Thus, a rate adaptation scheme like this will not cause
problem to Remap or Zigzag.
Asymmetric received power: Remap is sensitive to asymmetric received powers of the collided frames. If one is significantly
stronger than the other, then automatic gain control might lock to
one and push the other into saturation at the ADCs or down into the
quantization noise. That is, depending on the SNR difference, to
decode the collisions, Remap can require a better ADC scheme.

4.2 Clarifications
Pilot tone corruption: It is possible that pilot tones might be corrupted. However, Remap does not use the corrupted pilot tones for
channel estimation and frequency offset estimation. In the iterative
decoding process, Remap uses pilot tones with interference subtracted out. In more detail, Remap first uses pilot tones of collision
free subcarriers. In the iterative decoding process, once Remap
subtracts the interference from collision free subcarriers, it is left
with the next subcarrier group with interference removed. Hence,
Remap decoding will have uncorrupted pilot tones in the next subcarrier group.
Different modulations on different subcarriers: Some recent
studies, such as FARA [20], have proposed using different modulations on different subcarriers. Remap can work with these schemes
as long as it knows the modulation scheme that each subcarrier
uses.
Different frame sizes: Remap has no problem with frames of different sizes as long as the retransmission of the same frame uses
the same data rate (but two frames can use different rates).
Rateless erasure code: Rateless measurement code (e.g., [22])
cannot solve the problem that Remap solves. The problem with
rateless erasure code is that, Remap cannot match the second transmitted frame with the first frame (e.g., if the header of the second
transmission collides with the other frame). If Remap cannot match
the frames, it cannot put the relevant bits together.
What gets permuted? Only the preamble is not subject to bit-tosubcarrier remapping. Thus, the Remap iterative decoding process
will take care of MAC header collisions. Since the preamble is
known, it can be subtracted.

5. EVALUATIONS
5.1 Experimental Setup
We evaluate Remap using the Sora software radio platform [14].

• Hardware and software environment. Sora has a full-fledged
implementation of 802.11g. Remap follows the standard 802.11g
preamble structure, but we apply new long training symbols
for remapped retransmissions. We have implemented Remap
decoder for both non-same-pair collisions and same-pair collisions.
• Modulation. Remap can work with a variety of modulation
schemes. In this section, we may focus on Binary Phase Shift
Keying (BPSK). BPSK is used for the 6 Mbps data rate of
802.11g.
• Configuration parameters. We conduct experiments inside a
large lab room in an office building. We choose to conduct
our experiments in weekends or deep nights. So there are rare
background 802.11b/g activities. We obtain different signal
noise ratios (SNR) by changing the location and/or power.
Unless otherwise mentioned, we use frames with 800 bytes
in our experiments.
We set up one Sora as the receiver. Two other Sora machines are
used as Alice and Bob. We set Alice to transmit on channel 3 and
the receiver is also receiving on channel 3 as well. Bob can transmit
on either channel 4 or channel 5.
We use BER (Bit Error Rate) and normalized throughput as performance metrics. BER is computed before the Viterbi channel decoder. Since we know the exact content of each transmitted frame,
we can easily compute BER by a side-by-side comparison between
the demodulated bits and the bits that have been transmitted. To
compute the normalized throughput, we perform Viterbi decoding on each received frame. If a frame can be decoded by Viterbi
decoder without any bit error, we count it a successfully decoded
frame. Otherwise, it is counted as an error. We compute the normalized throughput as the ratio between all successfully decoded
frames and the ideal case where all collisions can be decoded.
In our experiments, we first set all nodes on channel 3 and ensure
both links, from Alice/Bob to the receiver, have good quality; that
is, the frames loss rate is close to zero if there is only one transmitter
being active. Then, we set Bob to channel 4 or 5.

5.2
5.2.1

Experimental Results
Detecting Collisions and Matching

We start by evaluating the effectiveness of our collision detection
and same-pair detection algorithms.
(a) Detecting Collisions
We first evaluate how well we can detect a collision using the algorithm proposed in Section 3.3. We record 4,000 collision pairs
transmitted on different channels (e.g., channels 3 and 4; and channels 3 and 5) respectively.
To precisely locate the collision positions, we use the following
technique. Since our software radio platform provides us the flexibility to transmit arbitrary signals, we form a signal that contains a
customized PN-marker and a sequence of eight experiment frames,
with sufficient silence period between one another. This way, we
precisely control the latency between the leading PN-marker and
each following frame at the sample-level. We can detect the PN
marker quite easily and robustly, and hence we treat this as the
ground truth of our experiment.
Then, we use our algorithm to find the collision location of the
second frame, and compare it to the result we get using the artificial
PN marker. We call it is a false positive, if our algorithm reports a
collision when it is presented with a signal with no-collision; while
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Figure 8: False positive and false negative probabilities of detecting collisions under different interference levels.
we call it a false negative, if the algorithm actually misses the true
collision location or it reports a collision but with a wrong channel.
Figure 8 shows the average probabilities of false positive and
false negative collision detection. In this figure, the x-axis is the
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the experimental
settings. We do not separate channel 3 and 4 collisions from channel 3 and 5 collisions. In other words, Figure 8 shows the aggregate
collision detection results. We can observe that when the interference signal is weak compared with the data signal (SINR > 0 dB),
both false positive and false negative are very low. As the interference level increases, false positive and false negative start to increase slightly. The reason is that interference injects noise into
the correlation computation. However, even at low SINR, the error
probabilities are still low. For example, the false positive probability is below 20% when SINR is as low as -6 dB.
(b) Detecting Same-Pair Collisions
We next evaluate our algorithm in Section 3.5 to detect collisions
involving the same pair of frames. In particular, the decoding algorithm needs to know if two collisions contain the same pair of
frames before it can perform same-pair decoding. Since we do not
need collision matching for channel 3 and channel 5, we collect
2,400 collided frames sent on channel 3 and channel 4 only. We
classify the recorded frames into two groups. Within one group, all
collision pairs contain only the same pair of frames (possibly being
remapped); while in the other group, all collision pairs contain different random frames. We randomly sort the collision pairs in each
group, and try to match any two adjacent collision pairs. We report
a false negative if it fails to match a collision pair in the first group,
containing all same-pairs; while it is a false positive if it is reported
to match a collision pair in the latter group.
Channel
3
4

False Positive
0
0

False Negative
0.24
0.3

Table 1: Performance of detecting collisions involving the same
pair of frames on channels 3 and 4.
Table 1 reports false positive and false negative probabilities from
frames in channel 3 and channel 4. We can see that false positive
is zero in our experiments. Thus, the detection algorithm does not
falsely report same-pair collisions and thus will not unnecessarily
trigger the same-pair decoding process. On the other hand, the algorithm does report false negatives due to interference. We note
that false negatives in this case miss the same-pair decoding opportunities, but the collided frames may still be able to be decoded
using the general adjacent decoding algorithm.

Decoding Performance

Next we evaluate how well our decoder works under a variety of
SNR settings. We use the similar technique described in Section
5.2.1 to get collision frames. We present results for non-matching
collision decoding only. We leave matching-collision decoding
evaluation for future work. In our experiments, for each frame,
Alice always sends the original frame and the three Remapped versions; while Bob continuously sends randomly generated frames.
In the third same-pair collision experiment, both Bob and Alice
will repeat each frame with four different remapping versions. Thus,
we can obtain two collision pairs, each of which contains the same
frames with different remapping schemes. Unless otherwise mentioned, for each experiment, we report the results with over 2,000
captured collision frames.
(a) Decoding Non-adjacent Channel Collisions
We start with decoding collisions in non-adjacent channels. Table 2 shows the throughput at three SNR settings. Since the noise
is small in our environment, we denote each setting using the SNR
difference between the received signal on the primary channel and
that on the secondary channel. We see that, when the SNR of the
primary channel signal increases relative to that of the secondary
channel from -6.8 dB to 2.7 dB, the BER of decoding on the primary channel decreases (BER is calculated only for those frames
that decoded correctly) from 1.5 × 10−2 to 8.8 × 10−5 . Remap decodes more than 90% collision pairs correctly in all cases while
normal decoder decodes only between 0 to 8.6% of the collision
frames.
Scenario →
SNR Diff ↓
-6.8
-1.6
2.7

BER
1.5 × 10−2
2.1 × 10−3
8.8 × 10−5

Non-adjacent channel
Throughput (Remap, Normal)
(92.7, 0)
(90.2, 1.8)
(98.4, 8.6)

Table 2: BER and normalized throughput with respect to SNR
diff.
We take a closer look at the scenario where the SNR difference
is -1.6 dB. Among the 9.8% (1-90.2%) that Remap is not able to
decode, 76% are due to the fact that Remap cannot decode the SIGNAL field of 802.11g preamble when the frames transmitted on the
secondary channel arrive first. The reason is most likely that the
interference from the secondary channel signal is so strong some
times that the SIGNAL field is corrupted. In this setting, in 40%
collisions, the frames on the secondary channel arrived first.
As a comparison, normal decoder decodes 1.8% collisions. A
closer look shows that the collision frame is mostly collision free,
either 3 or 10 bytes overlap at the end.
(b) Decoding Adjacent Channel Collisions
Next we evaluate decoding collisions in adjacent channels. Figure 9
shows the BER and throughput of seven settings. We see that the
BER (calculated before the Viterbi process) of correctly decoded
frames decreases from 1.6 × 10−2 to below 1.5 × 10−4 when the
SNR difference increases from -8.7 dB to 9 dB. We see that, when
the SNR difference is below -0.5 dB, normal decoder decodes almost no frames correctly. When the SNR difference goes from
3.8 dB to 9 dB, normal decoder’s decoding fraction increases from
37% to 86%. We also see that Remap’s decoding fraction will significantly reduce if the signal received on the secondary channel is
stronger than the signal on the primary channel by more than 9 dB.
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Figure 9: Decoding non-adjacent channel collisions (channels 3 and 5).

Remap’s key contribution is a novel bit-to-subcarrier remapping
technique for resolving collisions in overlapping channels. It is different from prior techniques on interference cancellation and joint
decoding (e.g., [11, 15, 24]). These techniques operate on a single
collision, and their decoding capability is limited by the channel capacity. Remap is related to analog network coding [13]. However,
a receiver capable of analog network coding can decode a collision
only if it knows one of the collided frames.
Zigzag is designed in the context of no bit-to-subcarrier remapping. Remap builds on top of Zigzag. Remap works for overlapping channel collisions and is designed to take advantage of
bit-to-subcarrier remapping. Unlike Zigzag, Remap does not rely
on matching collisions. In the case of two matching collisions,
Remap enables diversity combining from receptions at multiple access points (APs) as used in [18]. The reason is that Remap can
decode both frames involved in the collisions as long as the number of overlapping subcarriers is no fewer than half of the total.
Remap differs from prior work on MAC layer techniques (e.g., [3,
12]) to avoid collisions. Remap decodes collisions and works with
802.11 MAC without modifications.
The concept of decoding interfering users has been an area of intense study in communication and information theory. Techniques
such as MIMO [23] and interference alignment (e.g., [4, 8, 9]) require synchronization, coding and scheduling. In contrast, Remap
resolves collisions without these requirements.
Although one may try to alleviate the shortage of orthogonal
channels by using variable bandwidth channels, as advocated in [5,
10], bursty or time varying workload can pose a problem for channel width adaptation.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We presented Remap, a simple, novel paradigm that uses retransmission permutation for decoding collisions in overlapping OFDM
channels. Our prototype implementation of applying Remap to
802.11g demonstrates that Remap can be simple to implement and
able to exploit collision-free subcarriers to decode frames despite
successive collisions.
We believe that Remap can offer key insight in resolving collisions in other OFDM based wireless systems that have different
subcarrier and channel structures. We are investigating techniques
inspired by Remap in the context of future dynamic spectrum ac-

cess networks, where different nodes may select overlapping frequency bands.
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B.

802.11 SPECIFIC SUBCARRIER GROUPS

In the main text, we do not go into more specifics of the 802.11
subcarrier structure. 802.11 subcarriers are numbered from -32 to
+31. Subcarriers [-32,-27],[27,31] and 0 are unused. Subcarriers
-21,-7, +21, +7 are used as pilots. Non-pilot subcarriers in [-26,-1]
and [1,26] are mapped with information bits.
In 802.11g/Remap, we divide subcarriers into four groups (G1 ,
G2 , G3 , G4 ) with an equal number of subcarriers in each group: [26,-14], [-13,-1], [1,13] and [14,26]. However, in this assignment,
the adjacent channel subcarrier groups do not align with the primary channel. In particular its subcarrier groups are mapped into
[-10,2], [3,15], [17,29] and [30,42] as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Subcarrier view of collision with adjacent channel
• Bit block A1 (12 bits) maps to subcarrier group G1 : [-26,-14]
(from subcarrier -26 to -14, 13 subcarriers, -21 is the pilot)
• Bit block A2 (12 bits) maps to subcarrier group G2 : [-13,-1]
• Bit block A3 (12 bits) maps to subcarrier group G3 : [1,13]
• Bit block A4 (12 bits) maps to subcarrier group G4 : [14,26]
• When remap A1 from G1 to G4 , subcarrier -26 maps to subcarrier 14, subcarrier -14 maps to 26; that is, subcarrier j in G1 maps
to 40+j in G4
• When remap A2 from G2 to G3 , subcarrier -13 maps to subcarrier 1,
• Subcarrier -1 maps to 13; that is, subcarrier j in G2 maps to 14+j
in G3
• When remap A3 from G3 to G2 , subcarrier 1 maps to subcarrier
-13, subcarrier 13 maps to -1; that is, subcarrier j in G3 maps to
-14+j in G2
• When remap A4 from G4 to G1 , subcarrier 14 maps to subcarrier
-26, subcarrier 26 maps to -14; that is, subcarrier j in G4 maps
to -40+j in G1

APPENDIX
In this appendix, we discuss a few additional technical details about
implementing Remap, in particular implementing Remap for 802.11g.

A. DEALING WITH SCRAMBLER
In the IEEE 802.11g standard, all bits in a frame are scrambled
before coding and modulation. The initial state of the scrambler,
also called seed, is randomized each time a frame is transmitted,
including retransmission. This behavior creates an additional challenge for Remap. If a different scramble seed is used for the retransmission, it is impossible for Remap to collect bit blocks from
retransmitted frames. Thus, in our implementation, we simply use
the same seed for all retransmissions and only change it for a new
frame.

Figure 11: Same-pair decoding graph for more complex 802.11.
We modify Remap same-pair decoding. Figure 11 shows the actual decoding process. Note that, we should try to avoid decoding

the adjacent channel subcarriers if they fall into the unused subcarriers of the primary channel. In our decoding process, we only
make use of one unused subcarrier, +27. Bi [ j, k] denotes the subcarrier indexed from j to k within the subcarrier groups where Bi
uses. For example, B3 [1, 11] refers to subcarriers [3,13] for the first
collision. We need subcarrier +27 to decode B3 [11] and B4 [11].
Since it is adjacent to used subcarriers, the filter response should
still be sufficient.

C. CHANNEL ESTIMATION IN SAME-PAIR
DECODING
For Bob’s frame, the FFT is performed using the timing of Bob’s
frame. We have two techniques corresponding to two cases. First,
we estimate channel on subcarrier group Gi when we have already
subtracted the interference signal on subcarrier group Gi . As an
example, in Figure 6, at step 3, we have already subtracted the subcarrier symbols corresponding to A1 on subcarrier group G4 from
the samples.

We can use the same Equation (3). Second, we estimate channel on subcarrier group Gi when we have already known the bits
encoded on subcarrier group Gi . For example, in Figure 6, at step
4, we need to subtract B3 from the first collision samples. However, we have already decoded B3 now. We do a correlation in the
frequency domain:
∗
Γ = ∑M
l=1 Y [l, i]Xb [l, i]
∗
= ∑M
(H
[i]X
b [l, i] + Ha [i]Xa [l + ∆] + w[i])Xb [l, i]
l=1 b
2.
= Hb [i] ∑M
|X
[l,
i]|
l=1 b

(9)

